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Abstract— A real-time status updating system is considered, in
which an energy harvesting sensor is acquiring measurements
regarding some physical phenomenon and sending them to a
destination through an erasure channel. The setting is online,
in which energy arrives in units according to a Poisson process
with unit rate, with arrival times being revealed causally over
time. Energy is saved in a unit-sized battery. The sensor is
notified by the destination of whether updates were erased via
feedback. Updates need to reach the destination successfully
in a timely fashion, namely, such that the long term average
age of information, defined as the time elapsed since the latest
successful update has reached the destination, is minimized.
First, it is shown that the optimal status update policy has a
renewal structure: successful update times should constitute a
renewal process. Then, threshold-greedy policies are investigated:
a new update is transmitted, following a successful one, only if
the age of information grows above a certain threshold; and if
it is erased, then all subsequent update attempts are greedily
scheduled whenever energy is available. The optimal thresholdgreedy policy is then analytically derived.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Consider a real-time status updating system, in which a
destination needs to stay informed about the status of some
time varying physical phenomenon through receiving timestamped measurement updates transmitted by a sensor node.
The freshness of data at the destination is captured by the
age of information (AoI) metric, defined as the time elapsed
since the latest update has reached the destination, and the
goal is to design age-minimal status update policies that
keep the information at the destination as fresh and timely
as possible. However, there are three main hurdles on the
way of achieving such goal: 1) the sensor relies on energy
harvested from nature and cannot send updates all the time,
2) the setting is online in the sense that future energy arrivals
are not known a priori, and 3) updates are sent through a
noisy communication channel and are prone to erasures. In
this work, we characterize how to optimally overcome these
hurdles for the case in which the sensor is equipped with a
unit-sized battery, and an erasure status feedback link exists
through which the destination informs the sensor of whether
its transmitted updates were successful.
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Fig. 1. Status updates are sent through a channel with erasure probability
q. Feedback is received following each transmission attempt.

There has been a plethora of works on AoI minimization in
recent literature, covering topics in queuing, scheduling and
coding design, e.g., [1]–[14]. Of particular interest, are those
pertaining to energy harvesting communications [15]–[26], in
which age-minimal energy management schemes are designed.
The most closely related works to this one are [25], [26],
in which updates are transmitted through an erasure channel,
with [25] focusing on infinite battery sensors with and without
erasure status feedback, and [26] focusing on unit-sized battery
sensors without feedback. We note that [16] also considers the
problem without feedback, cast as an MDP, yet in a discrete
time setting.
In this paper, we complement the results in [26] and study
the case in which the sensor gets informed by the destination of
whether its transmissions were successful through a feedback
link, see Fig. 1. We first show that the optimal status update
policy has a renewal structure, in which successful update
times constitute a renewal process. Then, we focus on a class
of renewal policies that we coin threshold-greedy policies. A
threshold policy is one in which an update is transmitted only
if the AoI grows above a certain threshold, while a greedy
policy is one in which an update is transmitted once energy is
available. A threshold-greedy policy combines both structures
by scheduling the first update attempt, following a successful
one, according to a threshold policy, and then scheduling
subsequent attempts, in case the first one fails, according to a
greedy policy, until the transmission is successful. We note that
the existence of the feedback link is the main reason behind
why the sensor can switch its policy structure after failure,
unlike the indifferent threshold policy in the case without
feedback in [26]. We then characterize the optimal thresholdgreedy policy analytically, and show how it decreases the long
term average AoI achieved in this feedback-based system,
compared to that in the case without feedback in [26].

AoI

II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
We consider an energy harvesting sensor that is monitoring
some physical phenomenon and sending measurement status
updates regarding it to a destination through a noisy communication channel. Energy expenditure is normalized: one status
update transmission consumes one unit of energy. The sensor
is equipped with a unit-sized battery to save its incoming
energy, which arrives in units according to a Poisson process
with unit rate. The setting is online: future energy arrivals are
known causally as they occur over time.
The effect of noise on the status updates is considered via
modeling the communication channel as an erasure channel: an
erasure event occurs independently for each update transmission with some probability q ∈ (0, 1), whose value is known
by the sensor. Whenever update transmissions are successful,
they reach the destination instantaneously within a negligible
service time as in, e.g., [20], [23], [24]. A feedback link exists
between the destination and the sensor, through which the
sensor is informed of the erasure status following each update
transmission. Such erasure feedback is sent instantaneously
and error-free, and is what differentiates this work from our
previous one that considered the same setting with no feedback
[26]. The model considered in this paper is shown in Fig. 1.
The main goal is to optimally manage the incoming energy
and schedule status update transmissions such that the destination gets updated in a timely manner, namely such that long
term average AoI is minimized. The AoI is mathematically
defined as follows:
a(t) = t − u(t),

(1)

where u(t) is the time stamp of the most recently received
update at the destination prior to time t.
Let xj denote the time of the jth transmission attempt, and
let E(t) denote the energy available in the battery at time t.
Therefore, energy causality dictates that

E x−
≥ 1, ∀j.
(2)
j
The transmission attempt times xj ’s must also satisfy the
following battery evolution constraints:



E x−
= min E x−
∀j,
(3)
j−1 − 1 + Aj , 1 ,
j
where Aj is the amount of energy harvested in [xj−1 , xj ),
which is, according to our (normalized) Poisson process energy arrival model, a Poisson random variable with parameter
xj − xj−1 . We assume that initially the battery is empty:
E(0) = 0, and the system is fresh: a(0) = 0.
Since updates are prone to erasures, we define yj as the jth
successful update transmission time. Clearly, {yj } ⊆ {xj }.
Now let r(t) denote the area under the AoI evolution curve
up to time t. This is given by
r(t) =

n(t)
X
1
j=1

2

2

(yj − yj−1 ) +

2
1
t − yn(t) ,
2
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Fig. 2. Age evolution versus time with n(t) = 3 successful updates. Circles
denote failed attempts. In this example, the first update is successfully received
after three update attempts.

successfully received updates by time t. An example of how
the AoI evolves is shown in Fig. 2. Given that the sensor
receives erasure feedback information, and knows the value
of q, the problem is formulated as
1
E [r(T )]
{xj }
T →∞ T
s.t. (2) − (3),

min

lim sup

(5)

where E [·] denotes expectation.
III. O PTIMALITY OF R ENEWAL P OLICIES
The optimal xi may depend on all events (energy arrivals,
erasures and update attempts) prior to xi . This renders problem
(5) intractable. We show, however, that this is not the case,
and that one can actually simplify the problem without losing
optimality if we consider a fairly general class of status update
policies: uniformly bounded policies, defined next. Let us
denote by an epoch the time in between two consecutive
successful update transmissions. A uniformly bounded policy
is one in which epochs are upper bounded by a function of
a finite second moment, see [20, Definition 3]. We now state
the main result of this section.
Theorem 1 The optimal uniformly bounded policy that solves
problem (5) is a renewal policy, in which epochs are i.i.d. and
their start times {yj } constitute a renewal process.
We omit the proof of the theorem due to space limits.
The proof, however, goes along the same lines as in [26,
Theorem 1], where we show the optimality of renewal policies
for the same system but with no feedback. The way we show
it there is by considering a genie-aided setup in which a genie
informs the sensor of when its updates were successful, and
then argue that in the optimal policy such genie’s information
can be discarded. One can slightly manipulate such arguments
to prove Theorem 1 above by treating the genie-aided system
as exactly the feedback system considered in this paper.
Theorem 1 greatly simplifies problem (5). It is now optimal
to let the sensor ignore all the history of events once a
new epoch starts (which it knows via erasure feedback), and
simply repeat the same status update policy on each epoch
independently. We discuss that in detail in the next section.
IV. T HRESHOLD -G REEDY P OLICIES

(4)

where n(t) , max {j : yj < t} denotes the number of

Now that the optimality of renewal-type policies is established by Theorem 1, we proceed with characterizing the
optimal renewal policy in this section. Since epoch lengths are

epoch starts

To get a handle on problem (7), we follow Dinkelbach’s
approach [28] to solve this fractional program, and introduce
the following parameterized auxiliary problem:
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the notations used to describe energy arrivals and
update attempt times within the epoch.

i.i.d., by the strong law of large numbers for renewal processes
(the renewal-reward theorem) [27] we have
lim sup
T →∞

E [R (x)]
1
E [r(T )] =
,
T
E [L (x)]

(6)

where R denotes the area under the AoI curve (the reward) in
the epoch, L denotes its length, x = {x1 , x2 , . . . } is the update
policy within the epoch where xi now denotes the time elapsed
from the beginning of the epoch until the ith update attempt1 ,
and the expectation is taken with respect to the energy arrivals’
distribution within the epoch. Let τ1 denote the time until the
first energy arrival in the epoch, and τi , i ≥ 2, denote the time
until energy arrives after the ith update attempt, i.e., after time
xi , see Fig. 3. We now have the following lemma:
Lemma 1 In the optimal policy, xi only depends on the AoI
at τi + xi−1 , i.e., xi ≡ xi (a (τi + xi−1 )), with x0 , 0.
The proof of Lemma 1 mainly depends on the memoryless
property of the exponential distribution, along the same lines
of the proof of [23, Lemma 3], and is omitted due to
space limits. By Lemma 1, we have x1 ≡ x1 (τ1 ), x2 ≡
x2 (τ2 + x1 (τ1 )), x3 ≡ x3 (τ3 + x2 (τ2 + x1 (τ1 ))), and so on.
By (6) and Lemma 1, problem (5) reduces to an optimization problem over a single epoch as follows:
min
x

s.t.

E [R (x)]
E [L (x)]
x1 (τ1 ) ≥ τ1
x2 (τ2 + x1 (τ1 )) ≥ τ2 + x1 (τ1 )
x3 (τ3 + x2 (τ2 + x1 (τ1 ))) ≥ τ3 + x2 (τ2 + x1 (τ1 ))
...,

(7)

where the inequalities represent energy causality constraints.
Using iterated expectations on the (independent) erasure
events, E [R (x)] is given by

1 
E [R (x)] =(1 − q) E x21 (τ1 )
2

1 
+ q(1 − q) E x22 (τ2 + x1 (τ1 ))
2

1 
2
+ q (1 − q) E x23 (τ3 + x2 (τ2 + x1 (τ1 )))
2
+ ...,
(8)
with E [L (x)] given similarly as above after excluding the
terms and the squaring of the xi ’s.
1 We

1
2

slightly deviate from the original definition of xi in Section II, and
assume without loss of generality that the epoch starts at time 0.

problem (7)’s constraints,

(9)

with λ ≥ 0. One can show that: p (λ) is decreasing, and that
the optimal solution of problem (7) is given by (the unique)
λ∗ that solves p (λ∗ ) = 0 [28].
We now focus on characterizing p(λ). Toward that, we use
two terminologies in order to refer to the structure of xi , for
any i. We call xi a greedy policy if the ith update attempt in
the epoch takes place immediately after τi . In this case, the
constraint on xi (the ith lower bound constraint in problem
(7)) is satisfied with equality. On the other hand, we call xi a
γ-threshold policy if the ith update attempt in the epoch only
takes effect if the AoI grows above γ:
(
γ,
t<γ
xi (t) =
.
(10)
t,
t≥γ
We now have the following lemma (we use the notation [·]+ ,
max(·, 0); the proof of the lemma is in the Appendix):
Lemma 2 If xi , i ≥ 2, are all greedy policies,
h then ithe
+
q
.
optimal x1 is a γ-threshold policy with γ = λ − 1−q
Conversely, if the optimal x1 is a γ-threshold policy, then the
optimal xi , i ≥ 2, are all greedy policies.
We coin the policies of Lemma 2 threshold-greedy policies.
Employing such policies is quite intuitive in systems with
feedback. Firstly, after an update is successfully transmitted,
the AoI drops down to 0. One should therefore wait for some
time at least (the threshold γ in this case) before attempting
a new transmission. Such approach has been shown to be
optimal in, e.g., [20], [23], [24], in addition to the system
without feedback in [26]. Secondly, if this new transmission
attempt fails, then the AoI continues to increase until another
energy unit arrives. It is therefore intuitive to update right
away, i.e., greedily, after such energy unit arrives since the
AoI is already high enough (higher than the threshold γ), and
repeat that until the update is eventually successful.
Next, we focus on characterizing the optimal thresholdgreedy policy by evaluating p(λ). We basically substitute x1
into equations (14) and (18) (see the Appendix) for two cases.
q
First, for λ < 1−q
, x1 is greedy, i.e., E [x1 (τ1 )] = 1 and

 2
2q−q 2
1
E x1 (τ1 ) = 2. Therefore, p(λ) = 1 − λ 1−q
+ (1−q)
2.


q
q
Second, for λ ≥ 1−q , x1 is a λ − 1−q -threshold policy,


q
and by direct computation E [x1 (τ1 )] = 12 λ − 1−q
and
 2

q
q
E x (τ ) = 2e−(λ− 1−q ) . Therefore, p(λ) = e−(λ− 1−q ) −
1

1 2
2λ

+

1
2q−q 2
2(1−q)2 .

(
p(λ) =

In summary, we have
2

2q−q
1
1 − λ 1−q
+ (1−q)
2,
q
−(λ− 1−q )
1 2
e
− λ +
2

λ<
2

2q−q
2(1−q)2 ,

λ≥

q
1−q
q
1−q

. (11)
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Fig. 4. Long term average AoI and optimal threshold vs. erasure probability
for the feedback model of this paper, and that of infinite battery model [25].

increases with q, which is quite expected. We also note that
the optimal threshold is almost constant. This is attributed to
the fact that as q increases, both q/(1 − q) and λ∗ from (12)
increase by almost the same amount. In Fig. 5, we analyze the
benefits of having a feedback link by plotting the difference
between the long term average AoI in the system without
feedback in [26] and that of this paper versus the erasure
probability q. We denote such difference by the gain due to
feedback in the figure. We observe that the gain is highest
around mid values of q, and decreases around its extremal
values. The main reason behind this is that for relatively low
values of q, the two systems (with and without feedback) are
almost identical since erasures are not very common. While for
relatively high values of q, feedback is not really helpful since
erasures would occur more frequently anyway. It is in that mid
range around q = 0.4 that feedback makes a difference.
V. C ONCLUSION

0.07

The benefits of erasure status feedback has been explored
for online timely updating using an energy harvesting sensor
with unit-sized battery. The optimal age-minimal status update
policy has been shown to have a renewal structure in which
successful update times constitute a renewal process. Then,
the optimal threshold-greedy policy has been characterized,
in which the first update following a successful one is only
transmitted if the AoI grows above a certain threshold, and
then subsequent updates, in case of failure, are sent greedily
whenever energy is available.
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Fig. 5. Difference between the long term average AoI in the case without
feedback [26] and that with feedback in this paper.

We now find λ∗ that solves p(λ∗ ) = 0. It can be directly
q
2q−q 2
1
checked that for λ < 1−q
, p(λ) = 1 − λ 1−q
+ (1−q)
2 > 0.
q
Thus, focusing on the case λ ≥ 1−q
, λ∗ is found by solving
∗

e−(λ

q
− 1−q

2
) + 2q − q = 1 (λ∗ )2 ,
2(1 − q)2
2

First, we prove the direct part: If xi , i ≥ 2, are all greedy
policies,
then
i+ the optimal x1 is a γ-threshold policy with γ =
h
q
λ − 1−q . We start by the simplifying the expected epoch
length as follows:
E [L (x)] =(1 − q)E [x1 (τ1 )] + q(1 − q) (1 + E [x1 (τ1 )])
+ q 2 (1 − q) (2 + E [x1 (τ1 )]) + . . .
+ q i−1 (1 − q) (i − 1 + E [x1 (τ1 )]) + . . .
q
.
=E [x1 (τ1 )] +
1−q

(12)

q
which admits a unique solution that is strictly larger than 1−q
.
This can be readily verified by observing that, 1) the right
hand side of (12) is smaller than the left hand side for λ∗ =
q/(1 − q); and 2) the right hand side of (12) is increasing in
λ∗ while the left hand side is decreasing.
To summarize, given the erasure probability q, the optimal
first status update
 policy (following a successful transmission)
q
-threshold policy, and then all update attempts
is a λ∗ − 1−q
after the first one (following unsuccessful transmissions) are
greedy. λ∗ is the unique solution of (12), which also represents
the long term average AoI (the value of (6)).
In Fig. 4, we plot the long term average AoI λ∗ versus
the erasure probability q. We also plot the optimal threshold
q
λ∗ − 1−q
, and compare the results with that of the infinite
1
battery case, derived in [25] to be 2(1−q)
. We see that the AoI

(13)
(14)

BeforePsimplifying the expected epoch reward, let us define
i
Gi , j=2 τj , i ≥ 2. We now proceed as follows:
E [R (x)]
∞
i
h
 X
1 
2
=(1 − q) E x21 (τ1 ) +
q i−1 (1 − q)E (Gi + x1 (τ1 ))
2
i=2
(15)

1  2
=(1 − q) E x1 (τ1 )
2

∞
X

1  2 1  2
+
q i−1 (1 − q)E
E Gi + E x1 (τ1 )
2
2
i=2

+ E [Gi ] E [x1 (τ1 )]
(16)


1 
q
= E x21 (τ1 ) +
E [x1 (τ1 )]
2
1−q
∞

1X
i − 1 + (i − 1)2 q i−1 (1 − q)
+
2 i=1

1 
q
q
,
= E x21 (τ1 ) +
E [x1 (τ1 )] +
2
1−q
(1 − q)2

R EFERENCES
(17)
(18)

where (17) follows by the fact that that Gi has a gamma
distribution with parameters i − 1 and
 1, and, in particular,
its second moment is given by E G2i = i − 1 + (i − 1)2 .
We now plug in (14) and (18) into the objective function of
problem (9), and introduce the following Lagrangian [29]:



1  2
q
q
L = E x1 (τ1 ) +
− λ E [x1 (τ1 )] +
2
1−q
(1 − q)2
Z ∞
q
−λ
−
η1 (τ1 ) (x1 (τ1 ) − τ1 ) dτ1 ,
(19)
1−q
0
where η1 is a Lagrange multiplier. Taking the (functional)
derivative with respect to x1 (t) and equating to 0 we get


q
η1 (t)
x1 (t) = λ −
+ −t .
(20)
1−q
e
q
,
We now have two cases. The first is when λ < 1−q
whence η1 (t) must be strictly positive ∀t, which implies by
complementary slackness [29] that x1 (t) = t, ∀t. In other
words, x1 in this case is a greedy policy, or equivalently a 0q
threshold policy. The second case is when λ ≥ 1−q
, in which
similar analysis to that
in
[23,
Section
3]
can
be
carried
out


q
to show that x1 is a λ − 1−q -threshold policy. Combining
both cases concludes the proof of the direct part.

We now prove the converse part: if the optimal x1 is a γthreshold policy, then the optimal xi , i ≥ 2, are all greedy
policies. Hence, the first update attempt occurs optimally (by
hypothesis) at x1 (τ1 ). Assume that it fails. Note that, by
construction, τ2 > x1 (τ1 ) (see Fig. 3). Let s2 , τ2 + x1 (τ1 ),
and let x2 be not greedy: x2 (s2 ) = s02 for some s02 > s2 . Now
consider a slightly different energy arrival pattern, in which
the first energy arrival occurs at s2 , as opposed to τ1 . Since
s2 > x1 (τ1 ), and x1 is an optimal threshold policy, therefore
it holds that x1 (s2 ) = s2 , i.e., it is optimal to update right
away at time s2 in the second sample path situation.
Now observe that in both situations the AoI a(s2 ) = s2 ;
and, by the memoryless property of exponential distribution,
that the time until the next energy arrival after s2 is ∼ exp(1).
In addition, the probability that an update gets erased is
independent of past erasures. Given that a(s2 ) = s2 , the
upcoming energy arrival is ∼ exp(1), and the probability of
erasure is q, the optimal decision in the second situation is
x1 (s2 ) = s2 , i.e., update exactly at s2 . Therefore, in the first
situation, in which the same statistical conditions hold at s2 ,
it cannot be optimal to wait and update at time s02 . Hence,
x2 must be greedy. Similar arguments hold to show that xi ,
i ≥ 3, must all be greedy as well, given that the optimal x1 is
a threshold policy. This concludes the proof of the converse
part, and that of the lemma.
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